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ATTx v2 System

Thank you for purchasing the ATTx v2 Transmitter and receiver system. This
system will allow you to receive bite indications from virtually all available
Electronic bite indicators and features both visual and vibrating alerts. The
transmitters are triggered by any change at the jack socket of your bite
alarm and transmit an FM encoded pulse to the receiver unit.
Once programmed, the receiver has two modes of operation:
1) Sound and LED notification - the sound level is controlled by the volume
control located on the front of the receiver from zero output to maximum.
2) Sound with Vibrate and LED notification - the sound level is controlled by
the volume control located on the front of the receiver from zero output
to maximum. The vibration setting is fixed.
Before storing the units in the supplied case, please make sure they are
clean and wiped dry to avoid risk of corrosion. If the units are not to
be used for long periods of time, then it is highly recommended that the
batteries are removed to help reduce the risk of damage from possible
battery leakage and corrosion.
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*Please Note* - For Optimum Performance, transmitters should be at least
40 cm (15¾ in) from the ground. - Remove transmitters from alarms by
holding the jack plug only, pulling any other part of the transmitter may
result in damage to the unit.
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ATTx v2 Features

Multiple Tone Selection on the Receiver - The v2 receiver comes with 10 different
user selectable tones.
Activation on all LEDs - If you receive 2 or more simultaneous runs, the
corresponding LEDs will light up simultaneously.
Increased LED ‘light up’ time - LEDs will remain on for 30 seconds after the last
buzzer signal is received from the transmitter.
Last LED Activation Recall - Indicates the last LED that was lit up.
Vibration mode - The Receiver will vibrate when receiving signals.
Alarm beep following - The receiver beeping speed will closely follow that
of your alarm unit.
Low Battery Warning - The receiver now has a low battery warning feature.
Full ATT Warranty - The ATTx v2 system is covered by a full ATT 2 year warranty.
Water Tight Transmitter design - The ATTx v2 transmitter has been re-designed to
offer a smaller battery recess cover. The electronic circuitry is encased in its
own water tight compartment to prevent the risk of water ingress, transmitter
corrosion and any resultant malfunction.
Long battery life - The ATTx v2 receiver should last for 14 days of continuous angling.
The ATTx v2 Transmitter battery should last a whole seasons angling
(Dependant on battery type, quality and use).
Compatibility with new products - The ATTx v2 system was built to be compatible
with all new ATT products.
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Programming the ATTx v2 Transmitter to Receiver
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Programming your transmitter units into your receiver is a task you are required
to do once only. These settings are stored in the memory even when the receiver
battery has been removed.
» Step 1 - Plug a transmitter into each of your alarms and turn them on.
» Step 2 - On the ATTx V2 receiver, press the program button and switch on whilst
keeping the program button pressed. Keep the program button pressed for
5 seconds until all 5 LEDS light simultaneously. Let go of the program button,
the first LED will flash.
» Step 3 - “Beep” your first alarm once only, the first LED on the receiver will go
out and second LED will flash. “Beep” your second alarm once only, the second
LED will go out and third LED will flash.
Repeat Step 3 until you have completed programming all the required channels.
» Step 4 - If you have less than 5 alarms/transmitters, any remaining channels
can be skipped by beeping the last alarm until the remaining LEDs have gone off.
The system will exit “program mode” in a few seconds and is ready for use.
Alternately, switch the system off to exit “program mode” then switch it back on.

Skipping Channels
During the program mode, if you tap the program button once, the flashing LED
will go out and next LED will flash. By doing this you can use any selection
of LED colors or positions.
For example, if you have programmed channel 1, and LED 2 is flashing, signifying
that it is ready to be programmed, do not beep your second alarm, instead hit the
program button once to skip channel 2. LED 2 will go out LED 3 will flash,
ready for programming.
NOTE:- To add an additional transmitter unit to your set up at a later date, simply ‘tap’ through to an unused
channel/LED, program that channel as described above then exit the program mode by switching off the receiver.
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Adjusting User Settings

Activating the Vibration Function
When the receiver is switched on, tap the program button quickly 4 times within 3
seconds, the vibration motor will vibrate momentarily to indicate that vibrate mode
is ON.
Tap the program button quickly for 4 times within 3 seconds again and the
speaker will sound once to indicate cancellation of the vibration motor.

Changing the Receiver Tone
» Step 1 - Depress program button (don’t release) and switch receiver on.
» Step 2 - Keep the program button depressed for 5 seconds until all LEDs light
simultaneously but do not release the program button. After a further 5 seconds
all LEDs will go out simultaneously.
» Step 3 - Release the program button, the receiver will “chirp” once, signifying
that it has entered into “Tone Choice Mode”.
» Step 4 - Tap the program button to change the tone. Tapping the program button
will cycle through a choice of 10 tones, with the receiver sounding a different
tone every time the button is pressed.
» Step 5 - Switch the receiver OFF to save the last “chirped” tone and exit the
“Tone Choice Mode”.
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Additional Features
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Last Activation Recall
After being activated, the LED will remain lit up for 40 seconds. If you’ve missed
which LED was lit up, press the program button and the last activated LED will
light up until you release the program button again.
TIP: When night fishing, before going to sleep, turn off the receiver then turn
it back on. This resets the last activation recall function. If you do receive any
missed beeps during the night you can check for the last activated LED in
the morning.

Low Battery Warning
Receiver: The ATTx V2 Receiver is powered from a single 1.5 volt type “AA”
battery. When the battery voltage falls lower than 1.1 volt’s the receiver LEDs
will all flash and the speaker will sound once. The receiver will do this every few
minutes until the battery is replaced.

Settings Retention
With the exception of the Last Activation Recall, all user programmable settings
are retained in the receiver’s memory even when the batteries are removed. This
allows for the retention of your settings when batteries are replaced.
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Changing the batteries in your transmitters

Remove the battery slide from the
transmitter unit, then lift out the
battery from the +ve end first (see
photo).
Install a GP11A 6 volt battery (or
equivalent) +ve side up (closest to
the jack plug, see photo) making
sure that the –ve side is inserted
first.
Re-fit the battery slide ensuring it
clicks positively closed.
Once your units are all fitted
with batteries, plug them into the
normal sounder box jack socket of
your bite alarm ensuring they are
all the way in.
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+ve side up

Warranty Details
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The ATTx v2 modular remote system comes with a two year conditional warranty.
Where possible please return the product as was purchased along with all
packaging and your original purchase receipt.
ATT reserve the right to repair or replace faulty products at their discretion, any
products returned without a valid purchase receipt or found not to be faulty may
incur a charge. Units sent with flat batteries will be returned with no batteries.
Warranty is not valid without proof of purchase.
None of the above affects in any way your statutory rights.
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ATTx is a Registered Trade Mark. UK and European Patents applied for.
We reserve the right to alter or modify specifications
without prior notification.

